Edith educated her own children to the age of six; Barnes was unusually bright. T o avoid Board School he was sent to the girls' kindergarten attached to H aberdashers' Aske's at Hatcham and at the age of eight moved on to their boys' school. A lthough frequently absent owing to illness, he was invariably top of his class in arithm etic and English during the four years of his attendance there. Now came the difficulty of further education. Edith was adamant for a public school and her pressure eventually energized D r Wallis to obtain from a governor of C hrist's Hospital a nom ination to take the competitive examination for entry to C hrist's Hospital, at the age of 12, when 110 boys sat for 10 places. Barnes came seventh and was offered a place in upper school on the m odern side. His brother Robert had entered one year earlier on the classical side and D r Wallis was determ ined that Barnes also should be adm itted to study classics. After a tussle with the headmaster, this was agreed, but in middle school, in one of the lower classes. Barnes did very badly in the examinations at the end of the first term; he rebelled, refused to study Latin further, and was transferred to the m odern side, still in middle school, in a low class, thereby losing a whole year. However, he now did uniformly well, heading his form in mathematics and first or near the top in English, French and science, and w ithin the first six in Germ an. He was reasonably happy at school, although his schooling was interrupted by illness and occasional pros tration from attacks of migraine, a lifelong tribulation. T h e influence of the four years spent at C hrist's Hospital was great and his sense of loyalty deep and lasting. A major influence was the pioneering science teaching of Charles Browne, using the heuristic m ethod introduced to the school by the great chemist and educationist, Sir H enry A rm strong, F.R .S., a m em ber of the Council of Almoners of C hrist's Hospital. In later years Barnes Wallis wrote: 'Uncle Chas. used science to teach us to , to reveal to us the powers we ourselves possessed', and his gratitude to him and to the school was profound. He wrote regularly to his m other with whom he had a very deep bond of love and understanding and of gratitude; he was determ ined to do well in return for all the sacrifices he knew she was making for him. As he grew older, increasingly he looked forward to earning money to help his m other and family directly. T h u s he refused the opportunity to stay at school to study for university entrance, although in his final term he won the form prize, the French prize and, best of all, the newly instituted prize for science, the Willcox prize, open to the whole school, a most exciting achievement. He left school a few m onths before his seventeenth birthday.
T h i s account of the life and works of Sir Barnes Wallis, engineer extraordinary, is arranged in twelve sections in approxim ate historical order. T hese sections fall naturally into five groups, covering in tu rn his background, education and training; his airship work; his wartime work on aeroplanes and bombs; his post-w ar engineering work; and his dedicated labours for C hrist's H ospital and the R .A .F., w ith some appreciation of his character.
E a r l y l if e a n d e d u c a t i o n
Barnes Neville Wallis was bom on 26 Septem ber 1887 at Ripley in D erbyshire, the second son of Charles and Edith Wallis. Charles, after graduating at M erton College, Oxford, and qualifying in medicine, had become a G .P. at Ripley. T he fathers of both Charles and Edith were parsons, and Edith was a devout Anglo-Catholic, so that Barnes grew up in a family of marked spirituality.
Straitened financial circumstances and a dim inishing practice led to a move to London in 1891, to a practice based at 241 New Cross Road, not far from E dith's older sister who, with her husband, a successful doctor, and her w ell-to-do family were living in Woolwich. In this better environm ent the family m ight have prospered had not Charles been sm itten by poliomyelitis shortly after the birth of the third child, Anne, in June 1893, leaving him crippled for the rest of his life. He gallantly continued with his work, making his rounds first in a wheelchair and later on a tricycle. Rigid economy was necessary to maintain domestic standards of living and cash was always short. W ith her natural gifts of lively understanding and keen intellect, Edith increasingly shouldered the family responsibilities. T hus Barnes was constantly aware of shortage of money throughout his boyhood and youth, a circumstance very material to his later choice of career.
at the Tham es Engineering W orks in Blackheath, being paid four shillings a week and living at home. However, the lack of real, hard, practical work and his own growing determ ination to be a marine engineer impelled him, two and a half years later, to transfer his indentures to John Samuel W hite's shipyard at Cowes in the Isle of W ight. H ere he was soon noticed and moved into the drawing office, at twenty-five shillings a week, thus materially reducing the financial drain on his home. Life became good, w ith m uch sporting and social activity. He attended evening classes and passed the London M atriculation examination, which he had sat and failed during his last two m onths at school. He rem ained strong in his formal spiritual life and religious observance. T he bond with his m other grew steadily stronger and he needed no other confidante. She had been in bad health for years, her illness becoming slowly, almost im perceptibly, worse. H er trust in him steadily increased, strengthened by their constant correspondence and his growing, expressed determ ination to relieve her of all her deep family responsibilities. Quite naturally she became the focus of his life and her unexpected death in August 1911 came as a great shock to him, bringing a sense of profound loss and perm anent bereavement.
H is apprenticeship ended, he applied to his firm for training as one of their specialists in diesel engines and was soon deeply involved in engine trials at sea while still based in the drawing office. H ere a recent recruit, H. B. Pratt, came to work at the adjacent drawing board and they became great friends.
E a r l y a i r s h i p s
It was a result of meeting H. B. Pratt at Cowes that Wallis was drawn into airship work. Pratt, who had been with Vickers at Barrow when the first British rigid airship, the R .l, was constructed there, had left in 1912 to join the shipbuilders at Cowes. But in 1913 Pratt was recalled to Vickers to start work on the design of a new airship, the R.9, for the Navy, and he persuaded Wallis, then only 26 years old, to join him in the design drawing office which he set up in Victoria Street, London. Here Wallis threw himself into this pioneering field with great energy and determ ination, working long hours every day of the week and rapidly assimilating everything that Pratt could teach him. His early sense of the beauty and romance of ships moved him to see in airships a similar future as great ships of the air and he glimpsed a personal part in their creation as such. W ith the start of the war, however, work on the R.9 was stopped and both men went into the A rtists' Rifles.
T h e coalition government of 1915 called for a fresh start on the R.9 and Pratt and Wallis were moved into the Royal Naval Air Service and allocated to Vickers. U nder Pratt, who had already learnt to appreciate W allis's design flair, Wallis became Chief Designer with J. E. Tem ple alongside him as Chief Calculator. Tem ple had been w ith Vickers before and had at the time a better knowledge of structural theory than Wallis, so this arrangem ent seemed appropriate. T h e Royal Corps of Naval C onstructors now took a hand by appointing Com m ander C. I. R. Cam pbell as their representative at Barrow. It was not long before Wallis and Tem ple clashed, and the Royal Corps tried to resolve m atters by making both, with Pratt, Naval C onstructors, but Pratt and Wallis prevented this by resigning from the R .N .A .S. It was during this period that Wallis made friends with Ralph Cochrane, also in the R .N .A .S., who became a staunch and influential supporter during the Second W orld W ar.
T he R.9 was completed and made its first flight in 1916. H er construction and cigar shape followed early Zeppelin practice. She had a gas capacity of 890000 cubic feet* and a top speed of 45 m iles/hour, and proved very valuable for the training of officers and men for subsequent British airships.
T he next airships built by Vickers were the R.23 and R.26, two of five sister ships ordered by the Navy in 1916. All were based upon experience w ith the R.9 and further inform ation regarding current Zeppelins. T he design was worked out by the Pratt, Wallis and Tem ple team to general lines laid down by Com m ander Campbell. Each had a gas capacity of 940000 cubic feet and was capable of a top speed of 50 m iles/hour. U nfortunately these ships did not enter service until the w inter of 1917-18, and so contributed little to the war effort; but one of them , the R.24, was usefully employed on mast m ooring trials using gear designed partly by Wallis.
By then, both Pratt and Tem ple had left the Vickers airship team, and Wallis started in 1917 on the design of his favourite airship, the R.80. T his had been called for by the A dm iralty as an airship for Atlantic convoy duty, and was to be stronger, faster and more manoeuvrable than previous ships. W allis's tender design, which had been very quickly produced, was subm itted in N ovem ber and accepted at once. H ere for Wallis was an astonishing advance; a new recruit to airships in 1913 had become in 1917 fully responsible for the most advanced ship of its time.
W hile Wallis went ahead with his design, two incidents occurred that caused delay in its construction. T h e latest Zeppelin, the L.33, was brought down in England with its structure largely intact and the governm ent decided to build two copies of it, the R.33 and R.34, in addition to the R.80. These two airships, designed in detail by Campbell and his team, were constructed by A rm strong W hitw orths and Beardmores, and ultimately, after the successful crossing of the Atlantic by the R.34, added to the case for large airships; but their construction diverted the N avy's interest from the R.80. In addition, responsibility for airships * British imperial units are used throughout this memoir; for SI equivalents see p. 627. was now transferred from the A dm iralty to the Air M inistry, which then stopped work on the R.80 during 1919.
As a rssult the R.80 did not emerge from her shed until 1920. Wallis, departing from the classical Zeppelin cigar shape, used a streamline form based on wind tunnel tests at the N ational Physical Laboratory, a rem arkable and successful innovation by the 'novice designer' that was to be adopted in all subsequent airships. T h e fineness ratio ( = length/ m axim um diam eter) of the R.80 was 7.6 as against the 9.9 of the R.23, its gas capacity was 1250000 cubic feet, and its top speed 60 m iles/hour. H er first flight was on a very hot day and she suffered a num ber of m inor m ishaps that sent her back for repairs and for modification for m ast mooring. W hen she flew again in 1921 she m et all her specification requirem ents and proved indeed the most advanced and successful airship so far designed and constructed in this country. But the Air M inistry, im pressed by further developm ents by the Zeppelin Company, decided against her and sought unsuccessfully to sell her to the U .S. Navy. Finally, in 1925, she was dism antled after only 73 hours' flying.
M eanwhile, following the completion of the R.80, Wallis-now fully convinced of the value of airships for long range transport-produced a num ber of designs for m uch larger ships for civil transport. But he failed to interest either the Navy or the Air M inistry and his departm ent at Vickers was closed later in 1921. Wallis, who had been suffering from m igraine with increasing intensity, was in despair and sought an airship appointm ent in the U .S.A . But this was not forthcom ing and he found him self unemployed.
I n t e r l u d e
W hen Vickers closed their Airship D epartm ent, they gave Wallis a retainer of £250 per year. He prom ptly used his unsought freedom to study for an External Degree in Engineering at London University, which he gained in 1922. U nfortunately, an attack of migraine during the examination kept him from sitting the extra papers for honours. He now turned to teaching and obtained a post at an English-type public school in Switzerland, where he taught mathematics. He proved a great success, discovering an ability to lecture with clarity and charm, and entering with enjoyment the social life of the com munity. In addition he found himself, at 35 years of age, falling deeply in love with a distant cousin, Molly Wallis, the first love of his life and later, in 1925, to become his wife. A parental bar to communication was overcome by Wallis offering to give Molly, then only 17, a course in mathematics-highly successful in every way! Tw o years were thus spent in a relaxed and happy atmosphere and when the opportunity came to return to Vickers, Wallis did so rested, in love, and with the shadow of his dear m other lifted. Full of sparkle and new ideas for airship work, he returned refreshed alike in body and spirit.
H .M . A i r s h i p R.100
M eanwhile, airship plans had suffered a further great blow by the R.38 disaster in 1921, in which Campbell, its designer, died, and it was not until 1923 that Com m ander D. Burney began to urge upon Vickers a new scheme for a commercial fleet of five great airships. Hearing of this, Wallis had at once returned to Vickers, tem porarily as a technical salesman, while the Burney scheme was debated by the company and the then Labour government. T he outcome was a compromise-two ships were to be built, one (later the R.100) at Howden by a new subsidiary of Vickers, the Airship G uarantee Company, and the other (later the R.101) at the Royal Airship W orks at Cardington with Colonel V. C. Richmond as Chief Designer.
Both ships were to be designed to improved standards of strength and airworthiness set up by two panels of the Aeronautical Research Committee, each chaired by Professor L. Bairstow, F.R .S. Wallis was not a m em ber of either panel but sometimes attended by invitation, and succeeded in recruiting Bairstow and Professor A. J. S. Pippard, a structural expert, as consultants to the company. Both ships were to have a gas capacity of 5 000000 cubic feet, corresponding to a total lift of 150 tons, and to be capable of carrying a hundred passengers to India with one stop in Egypt. Because the U .S.A . would not release its helium supplies, both ships were to use hydrogen gas and to employ diesel engines to reduce fire risks in the tropics.
T he new Vickers company was headed by Burney, who offered Pratt the post of Chief Designer, but Pratt, aware of the likelihood of design interference by Burney, refused. In these circumstances, Burney ap pointed Wallis as his Chief Designer, and took Tem ple into his personal staff. Wallis then recruited M ajor T . S. Teed as chemist and metallurgist and N. S. Norway, a young man of only 26, from De Havillands, as his chief calculator.
Wallis had first to decide upon the shape of his ship; using the successful R.80 precedent he chose a streamline form approxim ating to an elongated version of a model U.721 previously tested at the National Physical Laboratory and found to have a lower air resistance than any other shapes tested there. T he elongation, to a fineness ratio of 5.33, was necessary to ensure that the ship would fit into the Cardington sheds from which it was to operate. T he shape adopted by Richmond for the R.101 was very similar. In hindsight, the long fine tails of both ships restricted gas space for lift just where the structure was loaded by the weight of fins, rudders and elevators, and later G erm an and U.S.A. ships abandoned ideal m inim um drag shapes to provide fatter tails.
In the structure of the R.100 Wallis followed in layout the best Zeppelin practice. M ere increase in size, however, brought new prob lems. If he retained the conventional num ber of main longitudinal girders (about 17) and of transverse frames (about 16), the outer cover would have to span a greater distance between its longitudinal supports and the size of the three booms of each triangular longitudinal girder would become beyond available m anufacturing equipm ent. T h e Germ ans, to m eet the first problem , had already in their larger ships, including the G raf Zeppelin, introduced a system of light interm ediate longitudinal girders. Wallis shied away from this complication and sought to solve the problem by the use of stronger fabric for the outer cover specially stayed by internal wiring. In the event this gave the R.100 a rather 'hungry horse' appearance com pared with the R.101 and the larger G erm an ships w ith their interm ediate girders. But all suffered outer cover troubles.
All the main girders of the R.100 were of triangular form, with three booms joined by W arren bracing. Wallis had from the start decided to use throughout his ship the w ell-tried duralum in-in the design use of which he had become so accomplished and experienced-and so found him self needing tubular booms for his girders of some 4 inches in diameter. Existing m ethods of m anufacture could not provide such large duralum in tubes and Wallis had to invent a new m ethod of manufacture. His tubes were constructed of 9 inch wide strips of duralum in twisted as spirals with edges overlapping enough to be riveted spiral-wise through out the length of the tube. T he special machines needed for the formation of the tube and for its awkward riveting (involving the external closure of rivets to ensure sound joints) were a wonderful illustration of W allis's skill as a mechanical engineer. J. D. N orth, the chief designer of Boulton and Paul, who constructed the corresponding girders for the R.101, using steel strip drawn into smaller close-jointed tubes, an ingenious alternative process, and was in this m atter a rival, regarded Wallis as 'the best mechanical engineer' of his day.
T h e joints in the large tubes of the longitudinal and transverse frames of the R.100 were screwed with connecting collars and could be used in erection for fine geometrical adjustments. T he transverse frames them selves followed Zeppelin practice by using radial bracing wires, but the gasbag wiring was different. T he Airship Airworthiness Panel had urged both Wallis and Richmond to avoid the gasbags pressing against the longitudinal girders, as they did in all the Zeppelins, and so systems of wiring had to be devised to carry the lift of each gasbag back to the transverse frames. Wallis achieved this by an ingenious mesh of crossing helical wires with little loss of gasbag space compared with Zeppelin practice.
His basic idea was that each wire should carry a constant tensile load and yet pass smoothly over the upper region of a gasbag, with its high gas pressure, to the lower region where the pressure was smaller. For a gasbag in a straight cylindrical ship he deduced that his diagonal wires should all follow circular arcs, but what about when, as was usually the case, the gasbag was in a conical region? On this difficult problem, Wallis turned to Professor L. N. G. Filon, F.R .S., of U niversity College London. Filon's solution was the geodesic line, the shortest line across a surface of varying curvature, and Wallis at once adopted this for the gasbag wiring of the R.100. All the wires of the resulting mesh were anchored by jackstays to the main joints of the transverse frames. T h u s was born one of his greatest novel contributions to airship design and one which he later drew on in his aeroplane work.
In spite of the design refinements and innovations introduced by Wallis in the structure and wiring of the R.100, he managed to achieve a remarkable degree of standardization in its parts. M ost of the longi tudinal girders were made of the same length and curvature and their joints, and those in the transverse frames, were all to the same detail design. By such means, the construction of the R.100 was not only economical in itself, but readily capable of reproduction in a series of such ships, if as he hoped, called for.
W ith regard to the engines of the R.100, Wallis had at first planned to use the diesel engines being developed for both ships, bu t the difficulties emerging in the development of these engines and their excessive weight led him to plead to be allowed to forgo diesel power (and hence the specified ability to travel to India) and revert to well tried and m uch lighter petrol engines. This was granted and led to the dem onstration flight of R.100 across the Atlantic instead of to the East.
All this was not done w ithout hard work and nervous strain. Wallis, in the interests of commercial secrecy, for the benefit of his company, rejected all advances from Cardington by way of cooperation and exchange of information. R. B. Colmore, in charge at Cardington, tried hard to achieve this and encouraged Richm ond to send Wallis reports on some of the work done at Cardington, but to no avail. All too was not happy at Howden, where Wallis bristled at the sometimes tactless interventions by Burney on technical matters. By 1926, his migraine attacks became worse, and even when Burney's advice seemed good, as when he urged upon Wallis the adoption of a 'fatter tail', Wallis could now brook no interference and became so distracted that, for the first time, he began to think of moving to aeroplanes. Conditions at Howden deteriorated, a series of strikes by fitters occurred, and in 1928 Wallis, beset by insomnia, had a nervous breakdown and went away w ith his wife for six weeks to M entone. W hen he returned he had made up his m ind to turn to aeroplanes. He had seen a good example of aeroplane structural design in the large Blackburn flying boat being built at Brough near Howden and had discussed m utual problems with its designer. He was convinced he had a major contribution to make to aeroplane design and construction using duralum in as in the R.100. In January 1929 came another indication of his widening outlook-Wallis applied for full m em bership of the Institution of Civil Engineers, supported by R. K. Pierson of Vickers Aviation. T h u s ju st when C ardington and H ow den began to cooperate for the first flights of the R.100-the officers and crew for this had been trained under M ajor G. H . Scott there-Wallis was losing interest in his brain child. He disliked Scott for his convivial habits, bu t respected him as an airship com m ander. Nevertheless, W allis's voice was still the decisive one in the critical operations preparatory to flight, such as the filling of the gasbags, the engine tests in the confined space of the H owden hangar, and the w ithdraw al of the ship from the hangar. He saw the ship off on its first flight to C ardington in D ecem ber 1929 and then left for W eybridge to start work w ith Pierson on aeroplanes. Full of his new ideas for aeroplane structures he took little interest in the teething troubles of the R.100-such as outer cover failures and a harmless but undignified collapse of the fine tail structure-which he was content to leave to Norway, his successor in charge. Even the final successful flight to Canada, on which he was forbidden to fly by his Chairm an at W eybridge, passed with little show of enthusiasm from him. Later, however, following the R.101 disaster in France, his basic hum anity took him and Teed, sadly unheeded by officialdom, to watch the R.101 funeral at Bedford.
G e o d e t ic a e r o p l a n e s
W hile still at Howden, Wallis had been visited by Sir Robert M cLean and R. K. Pierson, chairm an and chief designer respectively of Vickers Aviation. T hey came to see the R.100 at a late stage in its construction and were greatly impressed by Wallis and his achievement. Pierson at once realized the potential of duralum in for aeroplane structures, hitherto largely of wood; and Sir Robert invited Wallis to join Pierson as a colleague of equal rank with the title of Chief Designer (Structures).
Pierson had come to Vickers in 1914 and had a great reputation as the designer of the Vimy tw in-engined bom ber which first flew in 1917, and was used by Alcock and Brown to make the first aeroplane crossing of the N orth Atlantic in 1918. He welcomed Wallis as a colleague and valued his leadership in duralum in construction for future Vickers aircraft. T hey had a common interest too in extending the range of aeroplanes.
Rowe, then the engineering representative of the Air M inistry at Vickers Aviation, W eybridge, and for the subsequent five years, noted a revolutionary effect on structural design after W allis's appointm ent. Vickers Aviation was at the time at a fairly early stage in the development of metal aeroplane structures. 'Vimys' and 'Virginias' built of wood were still in Service use and the transport 'V ictoria' continued with a wooden hull to the end of its life in the Service. In contrast, Wallis brought a structural design expertise and practice in the use of duralum in, alto gether superior to the standard existing at the firm. T he marked improvement in the efficient use of material resulted in reduced structure weights and consequent improved military effectiveness. These advances were apparent prior to his invention of geodetic structures, the use of which begot further improvem ents, not only structurally, but also aerodynamically, since monoplanes of higher aspect ratio could be built w ithin allowable margins of structure weight. His influence on detail design was equally significant. He designed straight tubes from straight strips of plate using halved sections with the overlapping joggled edges drilled and riveted in a machine he invented. He instituted a system for controlling structure weight by having the estim ated weight of each part stated on the detail drawing, with tolerances, as an inspection standard. No such control previously existed; aeroplane structures, generally, had been notoriously greater in weight than the estimates in T en d er submissions.
Wallis soon perceived an opportunity for a first use of geodetic construction for the rear fuselage of the prototype biplane being built at W eybridge. As originally designed, wooden formers were m ounted on a conventional rectangular framework of struts and wire bracing and fabric covered to form the streamline shape required. Wallis conceived the idea of using instead opposite handed spiral structural members, surrounding four longerons, to take all the shear and torsional loads generated by aerodynamic forces on the tail and to support directly the fabric covering required. T he spirals formed geodesics on the curved shape and were fastened together at crossing points and to the longerons, which they crossed at 45°. Experim ents with elementary structures built to these principles gave promise; a complete rear fuselage was built for official test which gave complete success. T he m erit of geodetic structures thus proved, Wallis applied the principle to design the torsional structure of monoplane wings.
These developments enabled Pierson and Wallis to persuade Sir Robert M cClean to provide funds for the design and construction of a m ono plane, to the same specification as the biplane ju st m entioned and with the promise of high aerodynamic efficiency and m uch greater range from high aspect ratio wings. T his aeroplane became the 'W ellesley' bomber. Wallis now introduced the structural innovation of a single spar near the quarter chord position of the wing, to take the lift forces, torsion being taken very efficiently by a hollow geodetic structure of m embers crossing the spar at 45° and secured to it by shear connections. Doped fabric, secured to the geodetic members, formed the wing profile.
Wallis was aware of the importance with increased speed of providing a high degree of torsional stiffness in monoplane wings. H. Roxbee Cox (now Lord Kings Norton), then at Farnborough, recalls how Wallis, anxious to achieve adequate wing stiffness economically, sought his advice on m inim um safe stiffness criteria-criteria which he was then in the process of establishing, largely empirically. Wallis thus showed again the value he placed on scientific expertise and dem onstrated his ability to design to the standards required.
At first the geodetic m em bers were made by a manual forming process, bu t one of the great achievements of Wallis and the production team at Vickers was to mechanize this process, rolling and forming the geodetics from strip. T h e first production Wellesley flew in 1937 and it was in this form that, stripped of arm am ents, a Wellesley, in 1938, flew to Australia and so established a record of 7158 miles non-stop, a great achievement for both Pierson and Wallis. In its bom ber version the Wellesley, w ith a top speed of 264 m iles/hour, proved popular with the R.A .F. and in all 177 were built, a large num ber for prew ar aeroplanes.
But larger tw in-engined bom bers were now called for and Pierson and W allis, with J. W estbrook now in charge of production at W eybridge, started upon the design and construction of the W ellington. M achinery for making the geodetics was now further advanced and later stood the test of use in shadow factories away from W eybridge. Its wings were designed to the same proven structural layout as the Wellesley. Wallis designed the geodetics to carry the torsional actions on the wings, leaving the single spar to carry all the bending loads. However, it was found on testing the wings that the geodetics also contributed to the resistance in bending. From this, Wallis began to think of the possibility, which he later developed, of om itting the spar altogether.
In the m atter of wing stiffness Wallis sought again to provide ju st what was needed to prevent wing flutter and no more, and Pugsley, who had succeeded Roxbee Cox at Farnborough, found him self pressed to interpret the latest stiffness knowledge as economically as was consistent w ith safety. As a result, only two stiffness restrictions were placed on the W ellington wing design: one for torsional stiffness to prevent wing flutter and the new -found trouble, undue loss of aileron control due to wing twisting, and the other on bending stiffness near the wing tip to prevent 'tip d ith er'.
T h e W ellington, like the Wellesley, had a high aspect ratio, and in its first production form an all-up weight of 24 860 lb and top speed of 245 m iles/hour. By the end of the war, after a succession of modifications, W ellingtons had an all-up weight of 36 5001b and top speed of 255 m iles/hour. In all, 11 640 W ellingtons were built. D uring its long service life the W ellington was popular with the R .A .F ., particularly when it was found to fly well even when flak had damaged its fabric covering or its highly redundant geodetic structure. But it was not, of course, devoid of troubles. An early one concerned its horn-balanced elevators. An elevator had failed once in a prototype flight, and Pugsley recalls going with Wallis to inspect the damage. They stood looking at the horn balance that had failed; and Wallis ejaculated: 'W hat a shocking piece of design-why did I never see it'. There was no need for further comment.
M uch more generally known were troubles with the wing fabric covering. Initially, following earlier practice, this was taped to the structure at the leading and trailing edges and tautened over the geodetics by doping. But the speed of the W ellington gave rise to billowing and tearing of the fabric and a more positive mode of attachm ent was needed. T his was done on both wings and fuselage by stitching the fabric to all the geodetics with wire and then covering the stitching with adhesive tape. T his proved very successful; tearing troubles were rare thereafter.
A trouble of a more fundam ental character arose towards the end of the war. M ost bom bers then had very short flying lives and few W ellingtons, for example, survived m uch more than 1000 flying hours. But among some that did cracks began to be reported in the spar boom at the joints. These joints were not screwed, but adjoining booms were clamped by serrated steel plates, m ating with corresponding serrations on the boom faces. At these joints, corrosion was liable to arise in the alum inium alloy tubes just where there were high stresses in the serrations and so lead to fatigue cracks-the first to be recognized as such in British aeronautics. It was this experience that, after a conversation with Pugsley on the subject, led N. S. Norway, as Nevil Shute, to write his famous novel No highway, and this experience led too, especially after the later Comet disasters, to the rigorous fatigue testing of all post-w ar aeroplane wings before airworthiness certification.
T he W ellington was built in com petition with the H am pden of Handley Page and the M anchester of Avro, and quickly gained favour above them. Both were metal-covered and had tw o-spar wings. But now four-engined bombers were required, and the H andley Page Hastings and short Stirlings were chosen for production. However, by a brilliant tour de force, R. Chadwick of Avro quickly returned with a four-engined stretched version of the M anchester, capable of out-classing its rivals. T he famous Lancaster was thus born and took over all the main bom ber operations of the R.A.F. And as a result Wallis, with the very willing cooperation of Chadwick, came to accept variants of the Lancaster for the delivery of all his great bombs.
In these circumstances it is strange, in retrospect, that Wallis still persisted in geodetic rather than metal-covered construction, and sought to dem onstrate the ultim ate potential of his geodetic wings by doing away with even a single spar and so increasing the space for fuel. He realized that by varying the angle of the geodetics from the 45° as hitherto at the tip to nearer 15° at the root, the geodetics could take both bending and twisting actions by themselves. After an unsuccessful experim ent of this kind on an enlarged version of the W ellington, named the Warwick-it crashed as a result of fabric trouble-he turned to a four-engined design named the W indsor. His fuller use of the geodetics in the wings led to new m anufacturing difficulties; the geodetics varied from single channels near the tip to double channels near the root and their intersections were all at different angles. In this project Wallis realized the wings would be even more flexible than before and approached Pugsley as to possible dangers. Pugsley pointed to the risk of excessive wing deflections on landing, especially in an emergency w ith wing tanks full of fuel. W allis's practical and novel solution was to provide four separate undercarriage legs, using landing gear of W ellington design, one housed in each of the wing engine nacelles. Before the prototype flew in 1944, Wallis conducted trials on this m atter by taxying the aeroplane over artificial steps. W ing fabric troubles again arose w ith serious ballooning on the top surfaces, and Wallis, who had already given thought to alternatives to cotton fabric, tried first to reinforce the fabric with wire mesh and then to replace it w ith a 'rush-m atting' cover made of plaited 2 inch wide strips of very thin steel. But only three W indsors were built, the war ended and the time for such experim ents came to an end. G. R. Edwards (sub sequently Sir George), who had arrived at W eybridge in 1935 and worked there as head of the experim ental workshops during the war, had become interested in metal-covered designs with Pierson. In 1945, Pierson was appointed as Chief Engineer, Edwards as Chief Designer, and Wallis, now 58, became a special director and head of a new research departm ent, independent and w ith no specific term s of reference.
L a r g e b o m b s
Pierson and Wallis became convinced of the need for aeroplanes having m uch greater load-carrying ability, over the operational ranges en visaged, than any then existing or in design. However, their project design of a six-engined machine, carrying 20 tons of bombs, was rejected. Indeed their hands were full w ith the many adaptations of the W ellington bom ber being dem anded as war erupted. Now, despite a 12-14 hour day 7 days a week at W eybridge W orks, Wallis continued work in his own time on what he saw to be the essential need for large bombers, to carry large bombs. His personal strategy is embodied in the axioms pronoun ced as the basis for his seminal paper 'a note on a m ethod of attacking the Axis Pow ers', of which in 1941 he distributed about one hundred copies. These axioms read:
1. M odern warfare is entirely dependent on industry. 2. Industry is dependent on adequate supplies of power 3. Power is dependent upon the availability of natural stores of energy such as coal, oil and water (white coal).
In his analysis he first notes that the basic sources of power, coal and oil fields, underground storage tanks for oil, storage for hydro-electric power generation, although highly concentrated targets, were held to be invul nerable to destruction or paralysis by attack from the air, using existing armament. Having seen the evidence of bom bed targets, he examines the destructive characteristics of an exploding bom b and concludes that the bulk of the demolition of buildings and the like, as observed, m ust be by the shock wave caused by the detonation and not by the blast from the zone of gas expansion. He conceives of the effective and deliberate use of the energy of this wave, as constituting a new technique in the use of the available explosive energy. He proceeds to a detailed analysis of such shock wave characteristics. Clearly the destructive power of the shock wave is immensely greater, generated in denser media such as water, or earth, than in air. In fact for a given explosive charge it increases directly with the acoustic resistance of the m edium through which the wave is transm itted. He adduces available experimental evidence to support this conclusion, which also justifies his thesis of the attack of suitable targets w ith large bombs, by 'Penetration bom bing', deep into the earth or other m edium , to produce a seismic effect, on detonation, for the destruction of coal mine shafts and galleries, buried oil storage tanks, dams and other suitable targets. Such an operation, he foresees, would entail accurate bom bing from a great height, using large bombs of a new design. All these factors are discussed in his paper, the designs of bombs for earth and water penetration fully worked out, including the shapes for sonic velocities at impact and for stable paths through the air and through the m edium , earth or water-altogether a complete and revolutionary de parture in the concept and use of an airborne weapon.
Sir H enry Tizard, F.R .S., then Scientific Adviser to the M inistry of Aircraft Production, reacted favourably to the basic strategic icfeas and to the general conclusion of the analysis. He set up an ad hoc committee to examine, broadly, the practicable means of putting them into effect. O ut of this came a formal committee charged with the single problem of the air attack on dams, to which Wallis was coopted. T o collect data he used accurately constructed models of the M ohne D am and enlisted the help of D r W. H. Glanville of the Road Research Laboratory; however, the results of their experiments indicated a weight of penetration bomb quite outside consideration for air attack. W allis's own theoretical work had convinced him that an explosive charge, capable of destroying the dam when detonated in close contact with it, could be airborne. His ingenuity suggested a spherical bomb, brought to the target on a ricochet path over the water adjacent to the dam, a m ethod proved feasible by model experiments. Wallis also obtained support from Professor P. M. S. Blackett, F.R .S., then D irector of Naval Operational Research, for the development of a 'Spherical torpedo' for naval use. F u rth er model tests were sanctioned by T izard in the Ship M odel T ank at the National Physical Laboratory, and Wallis now introduced the innovative idea of backward spin, to ensure contact between bomb and target after the initial impact. Rowe witnessed such tests on a Sunday m orning in 1942, having been telephoned at his home by Wallis earlier that day. T he 'target' was a small rowboat moored across the tank, 'attacked' by a 'spherical torpedo' catapulted from the end of the tank, ricocheting across the w ater, striking the 'target' then sinking to a position directly below it (when detonation would occur) in a most realistic 'm odel' dem onstration. In January 1943 two M osquito aircraft were converted, each to carry two 'spherical torpedoes' for naval purposes. M eanwhile Wallis had devel oped his ideas in a paper 'Air attack on dam s' for the committee. T h is defines the structural characteristics of the main types of dam targets in G erm any and Italy; based on available statistics, it dem onstrates the im portance of w ater storage for hum an consum ption, for industrial, transport and land usage purposes, especially in G erm any, with the M ohne D am having outstanding significance in the R uhr catchm ent area, not only for the reasons outlined, but also because of the disastrous flooding of the whole of the R uhr industrial area which would follow its destruction. In this paper he presents the concept of the spherical bom b prim arily to ensure detonation of charge against the water face of the dam, at a predeterm ined optim um depth, and to obtain adequate range from the point of release. Backward spin, i.e. lower surface moving in the same direction as the bom b, is applied to the bom b, prior to release, essential to ensure that the underw ater path of the bom b follows the face of the dam. T he weight of explosive charge to be used was checked by the destruction of a disused dam in Wales, closely approxim ating to 1 : 5 scale of the M ohne Dam. T his was the final experim ental proof, following the m any experim ents which had been made on 1 : 50 scale models, confirm ing W allis's theoretical estimate of the weight of explosive charge needed in his main strategic paper. In this he had noted the 'trigger effect' of the release of stored strain energy in the full scale structure, following initial rupture. T his effect would be absent in the small scale models, which would be to that extent misleading as to the weight of explosive charge needed full scale. W allis's big bomb theories were in complete opposition to the then views of the Air and Naval Staffs, although with scientific support his own cogent presentations made some headway. Finally, following per sonal presentations by him, the Air Staff at top level and, more im portant, Air M arshal H arris, C. in C. Bomber Command, became convinced of the feasibility of attacking the great M ohne Dam and others. T he attacks, using spinning bombs in cylindrical form, were made in May 1943 with complete success.
Soon after this his 'big bom b' theories were put to the critical test of destroying the deep emplacements used for launching flying bombs on London and those prepared for firing accurately aimed, long range high explosive shells at the same vital target, again with complete success. L ater the destruction of the battleship , long a potential threat on the flank of our sea route to Russia, became an essential objective. She was finally destroyed at T rom so by high altitude bom bing using 120001b. Wallis bombs, carried in Lancasters. Further, a most fruitful use came during the invasion of Europe, in attacks on key canals, viaducts and other targets, bringing major disruption to industry and to vital enemy communications.
T he personal com m itm ent of Wallis in furthering all these m atters was intense; there is little doubt that, but for his insistent pressure, by letter, by lecture, by constant experim ent and by the exercise of his incom para ble power of design to bring the bom bs to a proven, usable state, the great results recorded would not have been achieved. An ace bom ber Squadron no. 617, chosen initially for the attacks on the dams, continued to make other sorties using the 'big bom bs'. Wallis had briefed them personally for the attack on M ohne, provided them w ith novel means of m aintain ing, accurately, the very low flying height for the run-in over the water, prior to bom b release and a simple means of judging distance from target to release. He became 'T he P rof.' for 'his' Squadron, a man of genius.
T hroughout he was still fully employed in aircraft design m atters, but his bombs were indeed his personal unm atched contribution to the defeat of H itler and Nazism. 'Nasties, I calls 'em ', Rowe has heard him say in jocular mood.
A d v a n c e d a e r o p l a n e p r o j e c t s
W hen Wallis became, in 1945, head of a new independent Research D epartm ent at W eybridge, he was freed from all day-to-day responsi bility within the Aircraft Company and was able to develop his ideas for the longer-term future. He envisaged the possibility of variable geometry wings and the elimination of the empennage as feasible advances towards greatly improved aerodynamic and structural efficiency of aeroplanes. His future large aeroplane would have a body broadly similar in shape to an airship with similar aerodynamic characteristics; he would use the aerodynamic m oments on the body to help balance the changes in weight m om ent induced by fore and aft movement of the wings. He would also incorporate the ability to vary wing aerodynamic incidence relative to the body.
He recognized the need to support this projected revolutionary advance in aircraft design by a full theoretical examination. T his was embodied in a major paper entitled 'T h e application of the aerodynamic properties of three dimensional bodies to the stabilisation and control of aerodynes' issued in Septem ber 1946. T his was very well received by our aeronautical research authorities, especially Sir H enry Tizard, who made funds available to support early experimental work. Wallis recruited a highly com petent scientific staff for the experimental and analytical work involved in making a large num ber of model tests, culminating in largescale, free-flying, glider aircraft (later powered by elementary jets using hydrogen as fuel), launched from a power-driven trolley and remotely controlled from the ground. He consistently resisted strong pressure to employ a test pilot at this stage of the work, refusing to risk life. T his decision undoubtedly made the testing m uch more difficult, protracted and expensive, since there were many crashes, a proportion clearly due,to error by the ground pilot. Reasonably successful short flights were finally achieved.
In 1955 an R.A .F. Specification was issued for a high-speed, highaltitude, large bom ber aircraft. In response Vickers presented the Wallis 'Swallow' having variable geometry wings and no empennage. However, changes in G overnm ent, in Air Staff views and lack of available finance resulted in an appeal being made for American aid. U nder the aegis of the M utual W eapons D evelopm ent Program m e a design proposal was put forward for a smaller research aircraft capable of being developed in the M ilitary Strike role. In mid-1959 a high level American research team visited this country ostensibly to report on their work with swing-wing developm ent. T hey had found undesirable flying characteristics with the 'Swallow' aerodynamic layout at low speed flight conditions, causing loss of longitudinal control. T h eir own design solution included a horizontal tailplane, eliminated by Wallis to improve aerodynamic and structural efficiency. A fter m uch debate on both sides of the Atlantic including the experts of Vickers' military design team, it was finally agreed in the spring of 1960 to include a tailplane in the basic project design of a swing wing aircraft to meet a proposed British Naval Air Staff requirem ent. In the outcome no British prototype was built. T h e American Fill em bodying variable wing geometry and a tailplane was not a great success.
At that stage, in the light of the developm ent of nuclear guided weapons, it was judged that there was no further requirem ent for large m anned bom bers, closing that avenue of possible developm ent of W allis's ideas. However, continuing to pursue the goal of economic long-range flight by the application of engineering skill and originality, Wallis now gave his m ind to the possibility of using one aircraft design to serve Civil Air T ransport over both short and long stages. T he swing-wings highly swept for long range flight at supersonic speeds were hinged to allow a large part of the outer span to be brought to a greatly reduced sweep for short stage operations at subsonic speeds. His own specification en visaged non-stop, economic transport over stages of 10000 miles (i.e. London to Australia) at hypersonic speeds and great altitude. T he short stages were to be operated from runways of only 500 yards length for take-off and alighting. Such short runways he envisaged as being reasonably adjacent to all centres of industry, opening the possibility of frequent cargo and passenger service between great urban centres at home and abroad.
His specification included a new departure of considerable significance, viz. 'containerization', the square-sectioned, load-carrying £>art of the body being designed to carry racks of passenger seats readily installed or removed and/or standard cargo containers. His structural ingenuity enabled him to design this as a fully pressurized body with double skin, made of light alum inium alloy, of less weight than the normal near circular sectioned body accommodating the same loads of passengers or freight. He estimated the total weight of the projected aircraft to be 1000001b.
In such an advanced design concept the engineering problem s are great; that of suitable power plants for the very wide range of altitude and speed conditions being probably the most intractable. No solution for this last-nam ed, fundam ental problem is yet in sight. Possibly some future generation, using the new technology of its day, may revive this futuristic concept of air transportation.
C i v i l e n g i n e e r i n g a c t i v i t i e s
It was natural that Wallis should from time to time turn his m ind to other possible outlets for his engineering genius. Still fired by his love of structures and confident of his design ability, it was natural too that he should think of bridges. T he Tham es at London had recently been spanned again by the new W aterloo Bridge, this time in reinforced concrete, and there was talk of a new road bridge near Charing Cross. Back in 1801 Telford had proposed bridging the Tham es by a single cast iron arch of 600 feet span; why not, thought Wallis, do so in the 1950s with a glorious duralum in arch?
A major problem with any bridge over the Tham es in London is the need to keep its roadway at a level not m uch above the neighbouring approach roads. T he new W aterloo Bridge did this by using five spans of continuous girders, except for the centre span, which is really a cantilever girder; and all the girders are shaped to appear as shallow arches.
If the crossing is to be a single arch, its rise m ust be unusually small compared with its span, causing very heavy thrusts on its abutm ents and severe deflection problems. By planning to use braced duralum in ribs, mainly of tubular members, for his flat arch, Wallis aimed for a fairy-like lightness both in appearance and in fact, so keeping the end thrusts due to the dead weight of his bridge to a minim um . T his left him with the deflection problem, all the more severe due to the elasticity of duralum in compared, say, with steel. So he conceived the idea of filling his main tubes with air under pressure, controlled by air reservoirs and pum ps in the abutm ents, linked with electric strain gauges on the bridge structure. T hus the very act of loading the bridge as traffic came upon it would, via the strain gauges, cause the pressure in the arch tubes to increase and extend them to offset the deflection of the bridge that would otherwise occur. T hus whatever the bridge loading, practically no deflection would result.
In support of this idea, Wallis persuaded Professor S. C. Redshaw at Birmingham to conduct compression tests on some typical duralum in tubes pressurized in this way. Wallis had hoped that internal pressure in a tube would also increase its resistance to buckling, but this effect proved small, a rather disappointing result that was later confirmed by work on missile tubes, which commonly contain gas under pressure.
But in this scheme for a pressurized arch, Wallis found himself up against the ingrained aversion of civil engineers to reliance in their structures upon mechanical and electric systems liable to fail in the course of the long life expected of a major bridge. T his, and the collapse of any backing for a new bridge near Charing Cross, led to the shelving of the whole scheme.
Anyone who has worked on airships is naturally interested in their counterpart, not in air but in water, the subm arine. Wallis had seen subm arines under construction at Barrow and had been impressed by the losses of m erchant surface ships during the war. W hy not, then, give thought to the possibility of large commercial submarines?
He saw two m ajor advantages for submarines. For a given size and weight of hull structure, a subm arine, by its complete immersion, displaced m uch more water than a surface ship and so should be capable of carrying m uch more cargo. In addition, whereas propulsion of a subm arine has to overcome only the drag of its stream lined body, that of a ship has to work against the drag of a less favourably shaped body and also the wave resistance created on the water suface. T o these, to Wallis, overwhelming argum ents for a commercial subm arine was added, in wartime, a better chance of avoiding sinking by enemy forces at sea or in the air.
W ith the help of friends at Barrow-he never appears to have approached the Royal Navy constructors of subm arines on this, though they learnt of his interest-Wallis produced a sketch design for a large commercial subm arine and with a well-argued supporting paper sent it to Vickers Board, with a copy marked 'secret' to Pugsley. But by this time the Navy was thinking of subm arines that could for security dive to great depths and so needed very thick hulls, and was planning to fit them with missiles and nuclear power; and it was clear that Vickers at Barrow would be fully employed in their construction for years. And so Wallis got no effective backing for his scheme.
T here was another area of structural endeavour that interested Wallis, at least for a short while. He found him self critical of the structures of the high blocks of flats and offices that were arising and began to give thought to the devising of a better form of structure. His conclusion was unexpected: his structure was to consist of external walls of conventional brick or concrete with floors, instead of being built into these walls as usual, hung by cables slung from girders spanning the wall tops and carrying the roof. It was unexpected because Wallis, uncharacteristically, had this time failed to delve enough into relevant structural history. His scheme had already been thought of and used back in 1840; in 1950 a notable early example still existed in the large buildings of an orphanage in Bristol. But since then the inverse of his idea-a tower block based upon a central core for lifts, with floors around it slung from cantilevers projecting from the core top-has been used with success in a num ber of office blocks in London. However, Wallis never pushed his scheme to a practical stage and was content to put it aside to concentrate on his last great aeronautical effort, the quest of the hypersonic aeroplane.
T e l e s c o p e s
In the early 1950s Sir H arold Spencer Jones, F.R .S., when still A stronom er Royal, invited Wallis to attend some of the meetings of his committee on the proposed Isaac Newton Telescope. M ade aware of the need for rigidity in its structure, Wallis suggested that this should be built of 'servo-hydraulically stiffened girders' that would effectively make the structure absolutely rigid-a scheme rem iniscent of his Tham es bridge proposal. Alternatively, he devised a tubular frame in which the longitudinal tubes were filled with water whose tem perature could be regulated so as to change the lengths of the tubes differentially and thus offset any undesirable deflections of the frame. But the committee was shy of such revolutionary ideas and when in 1955 Sir Richard Woolley succeeded Sir Harold a new committee was appointed to start the project afresh and Wallis had no contact w ith it.
But his ideas proved more acceptable for the Australian radiotelescope, the design of which started in 1954. D r E. G. Bowen, F.R .S., who was concerned with the planning of this telescope from the start, reports: 'It was Sir Henry T izard who first suggested we should seek advice from Barnes Wallis and this we did in Septem ber 1954. He was immediately interested and in characteristic fashion came up with a variety of original ideas, many of which were incorporated in the final instrum ent at Parkes. T he detailed design of this instrum ent was, of course, carried out by Freeman Fox and Partners of London, and the excellence and competence they brought to this task may have obscured the early contributions made by Wallis. He acted as consultant, first to C .S.I.R .O . and then for a period to Freem an Fox.'
His initial design, which shows striking similarities to that finally adopted, comprised a circularly symmetrical disk, supported near the hub, constructed of members arranged in geodetic fashion. But he wanted these members to be made effectively incompressible by servohydraulic control, or alternatively to approach the same ideal by spinning the whole dish about its major axis to provide constant radial loading. He argued strongly for a very large dish-up to 1000 ft in diameter-but cost limitations resulted in a final design of 210 ft diameter and no 'incom pressible' members.
It was typical of W allis, with his mechanical interests, that he wanted to know how the telescope was to be driven and aligned. D r Bowen recalls lunching w ith Wallis at the A thenaeum and being asked about the drive arrangem ents: 'I gave the conventional answer, namely by deriving sine and cosine com ponents from a m iniature equatorial unit which would be m ounted adjacent to the telescope itself. He thought about this for fully a m inute and then said " Look, you can do better. M ount it on the intersection of the two axes of rotation of the telescope, and derive an error signal which you then use to correct the m otion of the main telescope." T h u s was born the concept of the m aster equatorial unit, which he immediately patented. It led to the Parkes telescope having, on completion, a pointing accuracy better than 25 seconds of arc r.m .s. W ith subsequent developm ents the final r.m .s. accuracy was im proved to 9 seconds, a perform ance which was better than that of many optical telescopes built about that time. T his concept of a m aster equatorial unit was used in a whole generation of giant radio telescopes, for example the 150 ft Canadian telescope at Algonquin Park and all three 210 ft telescopes of N .A .S.A .'s Space Tracking N etw ork.' Wallis thus stepped into the telescope field with real effect, and the Parkes Radio Telescope, completed in 1961, remains as a lasting memorial to his structural and mechanical skill.
C h r i s t 's H o s p i t a l ; t h e 'F o u n d a t i o n '
T h e work of Wallis for C hrist's H ospital and his establishm ent of a Foundation for the education at the school of the children of R.A.F. personnel are equally expressions of his deepest loyalties and his in nerm ost desires. Unlooked-for honours and rewards enabled him to encompass these great works. Election to the Fellowship of the Royal Society in 1945 fortuitously brought appointm ent as the Society's representative on the C hrist's Hospital Council of Almoners that year. Four years later, Air Chief M arshal Sir W ilfred Freeman suggested to him that he was w orthy of and should apply for an Inventor's Award for his great innovative and inventive work during the 1939-45 War, especially for the 'skipping bom b' used in the spectacular 'dam -busting' actions. Wallis used the Award of £10 000 to establish the Foundation, an act of joyous thanksgiving, enabling him to show his profound regard for the men who had fallen in the 'Battle of the D am s', and to share with them the fame he had won, as strategist, innovator and inventor. His generous act evoked an equally valuable response from the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund, with, additionally, a com m itm ent for partial payment of the total costs to the school of the children adm itted under the Foundation.
N aturally the Foundation greatly reinforced the active interest Wallis was showing on the Council of Almoners, particularly in the relative im portance of the science subjects in the curriculum . In a short article, 'Science at C hrist's H ospital' which appeared in The Christ 's Hospital Book (1953) , he wrote: 'For the purpose of this note science at C hrist's H ospital may be taken as including mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and their associated subjects; but more broadly m ight be defined as a method of education that will prepare every Scholar of the House who desires a scientific career to play a leading part in the life and work of the Commonwealth. '
His election as T reasurer and Chairman of the Council of Almoners of C hrist's Hospital in 1957 was regarded by him as a great honour, although it entailed arduous associated tasks covering a wide range of business, financial, representational and other general duties. It also gave him the opportunity he sought to influence the mode of developm ent of this great school which he so loved, an opportunity he seized with avidity. He could now look to the developm ent as a whole of both the Boys' and the G irls' Schools, whilst continuing to give pride of place to education in science. T o these tasks he devoted nearly 13 years of intense activity. Surely he had in m ind the revolution Professor H. E. A rm strong, F.R .S., the great educationist had engendered, when, for many years, he was the Royal Society representative on the Council of Almoners more than half a century earlier. W allis's aim was to bring C hrist's H ospital to its rightful place in the British educational system of the second half of the 20th century; he gave the leadership essential for the major advances needed. New buildings, new laboratories, new standards of amenities, new m arried quarters for young teachers, im proved private rooms for the Senior Scholars, all were needed. An Appeal for £700000 was launched and achieved nearly £1 000000, thanks largely to the personal drive of Wallis and to his ability to appeal to old 'Blues' for aid for their school. In addition he took a most active part in the layout, design and construction of the first new buildings, keeping in touch personally with all that was being done, playing a decisive, leading part. Later more buildings were seen to be needed to ensure attaining the educational and cultural standards desired, including a theatre, a concert hall and a new large swimming bath. U nder his leadership, a new appeal for funds was made towards the end of his term of office, again successfully.
T here is no doubt that Wallis was the most significant holder of the office of T reasurer of C hrist's H ospital Council of Almoners in all its long history; his work for the school he loved will live on. He would mingle, almost unnoticed, with the boys going about their daily routine, attend ing m orning Service, modestly, quietly, as one of themselves. Always he knew he had much for which to thank God.
P e r s o n a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Barnes W allis had a basically spiritual approach to life, made manifest not only by formal religious observance, b u t also by an essentially generous response to the troubles of others, as instanced by his attitude to his parents and their family, his adoption of the children of his wife's sister orphaned by the W ar; and by his work for the C hrist's H ospital Foundation. He was intensely patriotic and deeply frustrated in his younger days when not perm itted to fight for his country with the armed services. He chose an engineering apprenticeship rather than go to university, w ith the aim of dim inishing the financial burden on his parents during his training and also of earning sufficient to support him self at an early stage and help support his parents. He particularly desired to relieve his very dear m other of her family financial worries. He showed deep and consistent loyalty to his school throughout his life, greatly valuing the teaching and training he had received, showing his appreciation, not only in the Foundation but also in his tireless pursuit of revolutionary advances for the school while T reasurer and Chairm an of the Council of Almoners for 13 years, at a period of his life when most m en are content to sit back and relax. A most significant example of this personal generosity and loyalty was shown when he taught him self Braille and bought and used a Braille typew riter to enable him to continue to correspond w ith his beloved science teacher 'U ncle C has.' when the latter became blind in the last years of his life.
Professionally he was a hard master, dem anding above all quality of thought and execution from those who worked for him. Clearly he was convinced of his conceptual, innovative and inventive powers as an engineer; thus he m ight appear to be arrogant when rejecting engineering suggestions or criticizing the work of his designers. He was most certainly intolerant of any who failed to agree w ith and appreciate what he, Wallis, knew to be the best engineering answer and he would brook no interference with his engineering responsibilities, but he was not person ally arrogant. In fact it may be truly said he had the failings of genius; he had so often been proved to be right by the results obtained from great innovations in his basic thinking and in his engineering applications. He had immense mental energy and intellectual driving force, coupled with a m astery of his subject, displayed in his w ritten reports and the clarity of verbal expression in lecture, professional discussion, or criticism of his staff's design ideas. But he did not suffer fools gladly. N or did he make close friendships with associates. He had very many friendly relation ships, e.g. with Sir Thom as M erton, F.R .S., Rex Pierson, Professor L. N. G. Filon, F.R .S., Sir Ralph Cochrane, Sir H enry Tizard, F.R .S., Sir W ilfred Freeman, his firm 's pilots M utt Summ ers and Geoffrey Quill and many others whom he m et in the course of his work, or whilst seeking to gain support for courses of action he thought necessary. He had a special
